Five Professors, Renegade Priest to Teach-In Tonight

A renegade priest who lives in the lush periphery of the campus and whose 10 and five college professors will speak at the Latin American Teach-In scheduled for tonight, at 7:30 in McCook Auditorium.

Felix McElwee, Maryknoll Missionary, a native of the Philippines, was a ‘ gratuitement working for the Catholic Worker movement in New York City. Felix is not familiar with the Latin American Affairs, but will represent the Catholic Worker movement in France and Spain.

Four other professors, all experts in Latin American Affairs, will also participate. Dr. Jane Zimm '63, President, will deliver the lecture on the Latin American Affairs, and will speak on the student protest in Argentina.

Dr. Jacobs, Faculty Panel to Welcome Parents at Annual Weekend Reception

A buffet luncheon, a discussion of the student's life after college, the first panel meeting, and a second panel meeting will all be part of this year's Parents' Weekend to be held Saturday and Sunday.

Parents visiting the campus will be welcomed by the college. Reception will begin at 10:30 a.m. and will be concluded by 11:30 a.m. The college band will play the national anthem, after which the President will welcome the parents and introduce the professors who will answer questions from the parents of upbringings concerning their son's future.

Watkinson Celebrates 100 Years as Hartford Library

The Watkinson Library is now open and ready to serve the students of Trinity College. The library was opened in 1866 as a public library with a variety of books that other libraries in Hartford could not afford.

Taylor Characterizes Cicero As Seeker of Glory, Praise

Taylor was educated at the University of Wisconsin and received his Ph.D. in Latin from Yale, where he is presently professor emeritus of Latin American Studies. He has written several highly regarded books on Ancient Roman History.

Independents Form Council

"Our ultimate aim is to be recognized by the College as a corporate group," said Carl Levitsky '68, a public relations officer for the Independents. "We have been investigating the possibility of forming a council, and are currently working on several highly regarded books on Ancient Roman History."
Franchetti Score Surpasses Libretto
In Gala Opera World Premiere Here

What possible use could be made of an orchestra of 21 percussion instruments and a single voice? This was skillfully answered Thursday evening by Arnold Franchetti, whose opera "Aeons of War," received its world premiere in the Long Beach Civic Auditorium.

"Mother Courage," Franchetti’s creation, extends only to the soldier’s room by a window and engages him in a duel there. During the fight Silvio will give a wound, thus arousing the pity of the girls. In the ensuing mix-up, Irus, who, on being deserted, by the protests of the other, character, hopes to keep the other suitor, Irus, and pitiable by turn.

James Donahue as the tenor role “Silvio” proved somewhat...
Campus Notes

NEWS for ENGINEERING GRADUATES

- Continued expansion of our military and commercial business
- Provides openings for virtually every technical talent.

"Don Juan" Film Termed Melodramatic Romance

by Christopher Lees

Don Juan, as a child, sees his mother's lover bricked up in the castle wall, his mother thrown out and the boy hears his father say, "Vendetta," and rushes out. Later, the child sees one of the many family mistresses limb his father, who says, "My three-fold fate is in woman, so complete—life—disillusion—death."

This directorial piece of Freudian melodrama formed the prologue to the College Film Society's week-end offering, DON JUAN (1965). The silent film acting style and the composition of putting these choice speeches on film during the scene are still evident in this glorious spectacle. But the audience treated to what was a revolutionary sound process called Vitaphone.

While John Barrymore, in the title role, struts and smirks, the orchestra, under composer George Friedel, creates a mood that is gentle and graceful. For the most part, the imagination of the audience is directed by Alan Crosland, who directs the film with a flair for the genre.

Brownsell

There will be a meeting at the Browncell Club on Wednesday evening, October 25, at 7:30 p.m. Sten图为 students interested in the club and the formation of an Independents Council.

Goodwin Fellowship

The following officers were elected in the James L. Goodwin Fellowship: Ehrlich J. Endersby '69, president; Ray Gilley '67, secretary, and Thomas DePew '67, treasurer.

Wood Lecture

Dr. Marshall Goldstein of Wellesley College will deliver the annual Wood Lecture in Economics on the question of Soviet Russia's capitalistic nature, Thursday at 7:45 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.

For further information concerning a career with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
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The proverbial "Independent Problem" at Trinity has shown itself again in a rather curious way.

Last week, two independents sent out a flyer advertising an independent "Townie" party to be held in one of the dorms on campus.

The organizers have been accused of not being able to organize a social event, as they are not members of any fraternity.

The "Independent Problem" may not be the lack of any organized social activity, as many students have thought in the past, but a lack of interest in the usual kind of social activity.

Another conclusion which might be drawn is that the organization of fraternities is a problem. If one compares fraternities to.Data not available.

All the articles and criticisms which are heard about the activities of fraternities are somewhat distorted. From people outside the fraternity and from discontented members, and I think that one saw pointed out to the College in an address by one of the independents, but that fraternities are not an important contribution to social organization.

Above all, fraternities offer an individual the chance to belong to a group which can make a man and contribute more than in the College as a whole. By being around a variety of people like his own and his thought on the problem of fraternities. It is not true. Although this is partially true, there are other stronger reasons.

Since the College is going to be in big trouble when it tries to prove that something is not great, the College has never been really convinced that social life extends further than Ver-
Fraternities Must Go! - Part II

The following is the second in a three-part series - articles entitled "Fraternities Must Go!". We wrote these articles over a period of three weeks to bring our experiences to a broader audience without restraint.

In the first article, we discussed the nature of fraternities, their historical roots, and the reasons why they are inherently destructive to the college environment. We also highlighted the specific incidents that led us to our conclusion that fraternities must be abolished. In this second article, we delve further into the details of how fraternities operate and the negative consequences they have on students and the overall college community.

Fraternity life is a complex web of traditions, rituals, and expectations. These traditions are often based on the idea of "brotherhood," which is a construct that is inherently flawed. Fraternities are not about brotherhood; they are about control, power, and manipulation.

Fraternities are not just about socializing; they are about creating an environment where members feel pressure to conform to certain expectations. This pressure is often used to control members and prevent them from expressing their true selves.

Fraternities use a system of initiation, known as "pledging," to indoctrinate new members into the fraternity's way of thinking. Pledging is a difficult and often oppressive process that involves physical and emotional abuse.

We must challenge the idea of fraternity membership as a "rite of passage" into adulthood. Fraternity membership is not a necessary component of college life, and it can have serious negative consequences. Fraternities do not provide a positive environment for students to grow and learn; instead, they create a culture of exclusion, discrimination, and violence.

It is our hope that by sharing our experiences and insights, we can encourage others to reconsider the role of fraternities in college life. We believe that by abolishing fraternities, we can create a more inclusive and supportive college environment for all students. Let us work together to create a better future for college students.}

(Continued on Page 7)
SLEEPER TO RELATE BLACK POWER TO CHRISTIAN DUTY

"Black Power and Christian Respon-
sibility" will be the topic of an address by Dr. C. Freeman Sleeper for the Department of Reli-
gen Colloquium tomorrow. The collo-
quim is scheduled from 4:30 to 5 p.m., in Alumni Lounge. In his address, Dr. Sleeper will attempt to relate the idea of black power to the concept of power in the Bible.

The purpose of the Colloquium, according to Dr. Sleeper, "is to involve students, faculty, and admin-
istration members concerning inter-
disciplinary facets. Through the various lectures, religious will be related to many other areas of study. A major effort of the colloquium series, hopefully, will be to co-
ordinate the work of the various de-
partments of the College."

Among the speakers scheduled for the colloquium series this year is guest speaker, Dr. Roy S. Lee, who will speak on the sub-
ject of religion and psychology. Dr. Lee was formerly Vice of St. Mary's Church, Oxford University. He is presently Chaplain of St. Catherine's College, Oxford and will be in the United States this year at the Philadelphia Divinity School. He will speak at the Col-

de on December 4.

Past speakers of the Colloquium program, which was originated in 1962 include: Dr. James Marsh, Principal of Mansfield College, Oxford, a New Testament expert; and Abraham Heschel, a noted He-
brew Theologian.

The colloquium are scheduled to be held the second Wednesday of every month. The second ad-
dress in the series will be given by Chaplain Alan A. Toll. His subject will be the "The New Theology, What Is It." The purpose of his lecture will be to explain what it is that makes the New Theology new.

College to Host Marine Corps Selection Team

A U.S. Marine Corps officers' selection team will be in Mall Hall today from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. to interview Marine Corps off-

icers training programs with stu-
dents.

Freshman, sophomores, and jun-
ior are eligible to join the Marine Leaders program, which leads to a commission as a second in-
stant upon graduation, coupled with summer training sessions of six-
week each.

Sponsors are eligible to apply for the officer candidate program.

Newt Stammer

was broad-minded enough
to try somebody else's beer.
Then he went back to this one.

Fast. (Broad-mindedness isn't everything.)

Here are 7 knotty problems
facing the Air Force:
can you help us solve one?

1. Repairs in space. If something goes
gone with a vehicle in orbit, how can it be fixed? Answers must be found, if we are to save space probes.

2. Linear landing. The exact composition of the lander, as well as the propulsion characteristics of the space vehicle, play into

3. Life-support biology. The feeding of metaphors needs over extended periods of space to one of the most fascinating subjects in Air Force studies. We now have to develop the ability to support life for our life on earth, as well as in space.

4. Space orientation. The orbital problems of a astronaut, including the ability to maneuver over selected points on the earth, are vital to the military util-

5. Synergisms and space changing. The col-

6. Space propulsion. As our space craft cover greater and greater distances, the prop-

7. Pilot performance. Imperial times must be set to determine how the pilots of manned space cor-

A motion that the IFC send a
formal letter to Dean Bell
requesting that all houses have a
least one Junior Advisor be ad-

The IFC-Fraternities Council has
approved the tentative plans for a
symposium on "Fraternities vs.
Administration. The IFC also dis-

College to Host
Marine Corps Selection Team

A U.S. Marine Corps officers' selection team will be in Mall Hall today from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. to interview Marine Corps of-

For performance, important tests may be set in order to determine how the pilots of manned space

A good way to start is through Air
Force ROTC. Superior students may apply for Air Force scholarships. Most uni-

For more information, call the
desk at Mall Hall, 4-8121.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

AIR FORCE ROTC

Branch of Service - Date of Rank
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**Frosh Soccer Dumps Ephs 7-4; Tie Springfield Squad**

By Howard and Carmen

This year's Froshmen Soccer team came out on top of their rivals, the Williams Ephs, with a final score of 7-4. The game was held in a tough Springfield team, and took place at the Phillips Exeter Academy.

In the first half, the Froshmen took control of the game, scoring three goals in the first 15 minutes. The Ephs were unable to respond, and by halftime, the score was 3-0 in favor of the Froshmen.

In the second half, the Ephs tried to come back, but the Froshmen's defense held firm, allowing only one goal. The Froshmen went on to score four more goals in the second half, making the final score 7-4.

The Froshmen's victory was a significant achievement, as they had been criticized for their lack of ball control in previous games. However, the team showed great improvement in this game, and their defense was particularly strong.

The Froshmen's victory against the Ephs was a strong statement of their capabilities and determination. The team's next game is against the Springfield Squad, and they are looking forward to a strong performance.
Williams Checks Streak; Edges Trim Booters 2-1
by Fred Strook

Undefeated Trinity met undefeated Williams last Saturday at Williamsport, but when the final gun sounded Trinity was no longer undefeated.

The hard-fighting Ephs ended the season twice, and that was just enough to offset Trinity’s losing score in the second period.

It was a well-matched game with the two teams playing tight defense throughout the game. The Ephs’ defensive line was strong and their running attack was effective. The Bantams’ offense was held in check by a strong Trinity defense.

The Ephs scored first late in the first quarter when Tom Sanders, with the help of his teammates, ran 40 yards for a touchdown. The Ephs led 7-0 at halftime.

In the second quarter, the Bantams scored on a 25-yard pass from Larry Roberts to Ron Martin. The Bantams led 14-0 at halftime.

In the third quarter, the Ephs scored again on a 20-yard run by Ron Martin. The Ephs led 14-6 at the end of the third quarter.

In the fourth quarter, the Bantams scored one more time on a 14-yard run by Larry Roberts. The Bantams led 14-14 at the end of the fourth quarter.

The Ephs scored twice in the fourth quarter to win the game. The final score was 20-14.

With this loss the Trinity soccer team now faces the unenviable task of winning all of its remaining games in order to stay in contention for that much-desired berth in the NCAA championships.